
Dear City Manager Staff and Council, 
  
As a follow-up to Shannon Hammel’s Public Comments and email to Council last night, I was 

hoping that Staff could answer two questions, one of a technical nature and one regarding 

communications, with elucidations following: 
  

1) Why did Sheridan heave during Extraction’s boring of the pipeline?  
   

2) Why was the public not informed about this road danger by the City’s Oil and Gas Alert 

News Items last week or at least at the Council meeting last night after Ms. Hammel’s 

comments? 
  

1)  Why did Sheridan heave during Extraction’s boring of the pipeline? 
    
Here is part of Ms. Yellico’s response to Ms. Hammel: “The roadway heaved during Extraction's 

boring of the large (20") line on Wednesday.  Boring was stopped and a relief hole was drilled to 

relieve the mud pressure.  The bore was then completed.  Broomfield staff and Extraction agreed 

that the best course of action is to complete the two smaller bores (12" and 8") and then assess 

damages and make repairs to the curb, gutter, sidewalk, and asphalt roadway) as determined by a 

geotechnical investigation and  Broomfield's Public Works Department.”    

  

- Did the fact that the accident occurred while Extraction was installing a 20 inch line (large by 

relative standards for this area) and then Broomfield told them to install the two smaller ones 

indicate that the Staff is concerned about the larger 20 inch pipe’s installation later?  Or is there 

not going to be a 20 inch pipe installed later? 
  

- Was the Staff told that Extraction would be installing a 20 inch pipe?  
 

- Was there a subcontractor from out of state doing the pipeline work who did not understand the 

soil they were working in?   

  

- Is the Staff regularly inspecting that Extraction is correctly following the CDP for the path and 

depth that pipelines must be buried?     
  
- Does Engineering have any estimation from Extraction as to when they will be finished in that 

area so that the road can be repaired?  Will Engineering tell the public how much Extraction has 

to pay to repair it? 
  

2) Why was the public not informed about this road danger by the City’s Oil and Gas Alert 

News Items last week or at least at the Council meeting last night after Ms. Hammel’s 

comments? 
  

Ms. Yellico stated that the accident occurred last Wednesday.  Ms. Hammel reported at Council 

that she encountered the danger in close proximity to when it happened (she saw workers 

pointing at the road).  Ms. Hammel thought it was dangerous even with the “slow” and “bump” 

signs that were later added as they do not give a driver adequate warning.  



  
- If the Staff knew about this last week, why was the safety of drivers not prioritized by using the 

City’s Oil and Gas Alert News Items to inform Broomfield residents of the accident and danger? 
  

- After Ms. Hammel made her public comments to Council, she emailed them to Council and 

Ms. Yellico did promptly respond during the Council meeting to Ms. Hammel’s emailed 

comments.  However, there was no statement to the public during the Manager’s Report about 

this public road danger caused by Extraction’s accident.  Why did the City Manager not provide 

further information during the Manager’s Report?  Why did Council not ask for further 

information at the time of the Manager’s Report?  Based on precedent, it would seem to be a 

reasonable expectation to hear a response during the Manager’s Report. 

  
For anyone who is asking why the public would be upset about how the City handled this 

Extraction accident, I would suggest that Broomfield residents see this as a bellwether of things 

to come with this Extraction project.  Extraction can’t even get a pipeline installed without 

causing road damage that threatens our safety, so what danger lies ahead when they drill 19 wells 

within a mile of 1700 plus homes next to the Livingston Pad?  

  
Further, the City signed an Operator Agreement and Comprehensive Drilling Plan that threatens 

our health and safety (which can be assumed to a greater or lesser degree minus a risk analysis) 

because the City said their hands were tied.  However, the City’s hands are not tied as far as 

communication and transparency about problems that occur as this project goes forward.  In 

combination with the fact that there was no public acknowledgement that the Oil and Gas 

Complaint System failed, the public is left wondering what else will not be conveyed to them as 

this project presents greater health and safety risks going forward. 
  

Thank you for taking time to read of my concerns. 
  
Jean Lim 

Wildgrass   
 


